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Over the past 30 years GBC Industrial Tools has established itself as a world-leading manufacturer of 
pipework fabrication machines. Having started manufacturing portable pipe bevelling machines, the GBC 
range now includes pipe cutting machines, plate bevelling machines, back gouging machines, custom-built 
machines and much more.

In response to customer demand, GBC has recently made a huge investment in an unparalleled hire 
fleet of pipe cutting and bevelling machines. Based at its UK facility, this hire fleet is available to clients 
throughout the world.

Frontierpay proposed setting up an account and making international payments with its easy-to-use 
online payments platform. This allows clients to make payments to more than 200 countries and in over 
140 currencies.

GBC is not only delighted with the speed and ease of payments using Frontierpay, but also with  
the cost savings. The company had not realised how much it was losing on foreign exchange, but by  
using Frontierpay’s platform, it could see clearly how much it was saving - more than £15,000 a year.  
Not only that, the knock-on effect was that this sped up its supply chain, which in turn was good for cash 
flow as GBC can now get its goods out to customers more quickly.

Louisa Gadsby, Head of Finance, 
GBC Industrial Tools

We are delighted that we’ve found a reliable way of 
paying our international suppliers that’s both quick 
and cost effective.
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Saves time and money with Frontierpay’s 
international payments platform

GBC Industrial Tools has suppliers across the world but often must make payments before suppliers 
will ship. Its payment process was slow and extremely costly. For example, GBC had to transfer money 
between its different currency accounts in order to pay suppliers overseas. This incurred charges when 
making the overseas payments and also left them exposed to a high exchange rate set by the bank.
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